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Preface
In 2020, a group of anonymous developers launched PancakeSwap 
on the Binance Smart Chain. They chose a comical name, but 
PancakeSwap turned out to be no joke. From there, the decentralized 
finance (DeFi) revoltion kicked off. 

 



What was different? PancakeSwap was built on Binance Smart 
Chain (BSC), which offers faster and cheaper transactions compared 
to Ethereum. At the time of PancakeSwap's launch, Ethereum 
suffered from expensive and slow transactions as DeFi's 
mainstream moment drove massive demand. Almost all DeFi 
applications lived on Ethereum at the time.





Thanks to cheaper network fees, strong branding, and the delivery of 
new and innovative features, PancakeSwap has experienced a 
meteoric rise in total value locked (TVL) in 2021.
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What is PancakeSwap?
The most popular DEX on Binance Smart Chain (BSC), PancakeSwap, has become somewhat of 

a phenomenon in the blockchain space in recent months, thanks to its massive liquidity, wide-

ranging feature set, and sizeable user base. 





The platform is designed to allow users to securely trade Binance Coin (BNB) and a massive 

variety of BEP-20 tokens without relying on centralized services or losing control over their 

private keys. As a decentralized exchange, all trades on PancakeSwap are automatically 

executed via smart contracts — completely eliminating counterparty risks. 





Although the team behind PancakeSwap is completely anonymous, the platform has been 

audited by several prominent blockchain security firms — including Certik and Slowmist. The 

platform is also completely open-source since the PancakeSwap website and smart contract 

code are open to public scrutiny. Nonetheless, it is known that the team consists of more than a 

dozen members (known as chefs), including two co-leads (Hops and Thumper), and a variety of 

engineers.


 


Since the platform launched in September 2020, it has seen dramatic growth not only in the 

number of users and the liquidity of supported assets but also in the variety of features it offers. 

Now, PancakeSwap can be considered an entire ecosystem of DeFi tools, all of which are built 

around the platform’s native utility token — CAKE. It is currently the number #1 dApp on Binance 

Smart Chain by volume and number of users. 


BeagleCake, a token deployed on the same Binance 

Smart Chain, rewards its holders in CAKE. Investors 

who like CAKE, will fall in love with BeagleCake. 


BeagleCake will be using CAKE automatic rewards 

on the Binance Smart Chain. Here, investors will 

get the compensation in the form of CAKE, instead 

of the usual tokens.


Why so much PancakeSwap talk?

BeagleCake is a CAKE reflection token, based on a unique redistribution mechanism, a 

technological milestone in the crypto market, and BeagleCake is one of the newest projects 

providing this feature. With the help of our auto-claim reward system, the scope of CAKE will 

change in the modern economic world and BeagleCake will become the initiators of this 

worldwide innovation
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Why is Beagle Cake Unique?

In today's market, it is very important to fully satisfy the needs of 
your customers. Convenience and simplicity were some of our main 
considerations when we planned the project. Holders don't have to 
do anything except to buy their tokens and hold in order to be 
rewarded every hour. 



We created the auto-claim function so that users don’t have to pay 
gas fees, an Investor who holds a small amount of BEAGLECAKE 
could lose a significant percentage of their income to gas fees, with 
this system, they don't have to pay that Unnecessary Fee.



Here are some more awesome features in the contract:

BeagleCake has a passive income generating system, which 
means investors don't have to do anything to earn passive income 
except hold

All the tokens cut in the contract are split into equal parts among 
the token holders.

The contract keeps track of an array of all token holders

The contract automatically processes a certain number of users, 
depending on the transaction size, and checks how many 
withdrawable dividends they have.

If the quantity of withdrawable dividends a user has is above the 
minimum threshold for auto-claims, the contract will either 
automatically claim those dividends for CAKE, or automatically 
buy back tokens for them.
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Beagle Cake NFT Marketplace

Our NFT Marketplace will be on open platform that allows users to 
Buy and Sell NFTs. The BEAGLECAKE token or CAKE can be used in 
the process and a wallet link option will be added so users can 
transact directly within the marketplace. In the future we may 
release a series of limited BeagleCake NFTs with a variety of rarity 
options.  

Beagle Cake Lottery

The Beagle Cake Lottery is a one of a kind lottery system designed 
to reward and incentivize our holders and also to create a gamefi 
style investing alternative within the beagle cake platform. Lottery 
tickets will be available for purchase using BEAGLECAKE tokens and 
the rewards will be distributed in CAKE. The Dev team will receive 
20-30% of the fees from lottery transactions and those will be used 
to buy back BEAGLECAKE tokens.  More details on the lottery 
system will be released at a later date.
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TRANSACTION FEE 15%

PreSale on DxSale

PancakeSwap Listing

Liquidity: 3%

CAKE Rewards: 7%

Marketing & Buy Back: 5%

Extra Tax On Sale Only: 1%

5%
7%

3%
19,500,000 BEAGLECAKE per BNB



15,000,000  BEAGLECAKE per BNB

PreSale Tokens Sold at a 30% Discount

Name:
Supply:
Chain:
Ticker:
Decimals:

BeagleCake Token
100,000,000,000 BEAGLE

Binance Smart Chain

3000 BNB Hard Cap

1500 BNB Soft Cap

 Max Buy: 5 BNB, Min Buy 0.01 BNB

BEAGLECAKE
18 INITIAL ALLOCATION

DxSale: 3%

Team/ Dev: 7%

Listings and Liquidity: 31.5%

Presale: 58.5%

Token Sale:

5%

TOKENOMICS &  DISTRIBUTION

58.5% 31.5%
7%

3%
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BeagleCake - Flipping Reflections to 

the Other Side

a. Tax on each transaction:

b. Extra 1% Disruptive Sell Fee

BNB redistribution is very popular nowadays which is not surprising 
because BNB is the fuel of the Binance Smart Chain, and ranks in the 
top 5 for coin market cap regularly. That’s why Beagle is thrilled to 
offer CAKE Reflections.



With Cake Reflections, a transaction fee designed to incentivize 
holders, automatic lp, and a marketing and buy back wallet, Beagle 
Cake is gearing up to take off, see you on the flipside!




The token contract is charging the following tax on each transaction:

The extra 1% transaction fee for selling helps encourage holding and 
discourage investors from playing with the token for short term 
gains. By imposing a disruptive sell fee, the users will get a greater 
incentive to hold BEAGLECAKE as they’ll have to pay to get their 
transaction through. Also, the pump/dump dynamics for the coin 
can be easily managed with an extra fee.

7% of each transaction value is converted to CAKE and redistributed 
to holders

3% of each transaction value is used to automatically generate 
liquidity pools

5% of each transaction is coveted to CAKE and allocated to the 
Buyback/Marketing wallet.



c. The Smart Redistribution Mechanism

d. Marketing and Buy Back

BEAGLE’s redistribution mechanic is slightly based on the old school 
stock market system. The token holders will get a fraction of the 
trading, both buys and sells, simply called dividends. In this way, the 
more investors hold the tokens, the greater the incentives will be. 



The distribution of the dividends will be based on three items - the 
percentage allotted initially in the contract, the number of token 
holders, and the current token balance of the coin. Investors won't 
have to register or apply for anything. The higher the frequency of 
the trades, the larger the piece of CAKE that will arrive in the 
investors wallet automatically. The amount of BEAGLECAKE tokens 
will remain constant and investors will continue receiving them 
without any changes.

The marketing and Buy Back wallet not only will be used to promote 
the token and grow our user base but also to keep the health of the 
token chart steady and growing. 



A buy back mechanism was instituted into our smart contract that 
allows us to buy tokens and burn them. This creates a deflationary 
supply to further increase value for our holders.

e. Automatic LP

Each transaction fee contributes toward 
automatically generating further liquidity on 
Pancake Swap. This benefits those that 
choose to hold BEAGLECAKE long term. Of 
the 15% tax on each transaction, 3% is added 
to the liquidity on PancakeSwap through the 
contract. This liquidity becomes locked away 
and inaccessible. By increasing liquidity with 
each trade Beagle Cake provides it users with 
a secure and well funded liquidity pool that 
will always be available for buys and sells. 07.
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Beagle does not want blind trust and has taken the extra step to 
obtain a TechRate Audit.  TechRate is an analytical and engineering 
agency focused on blockchain technology solutions and audits.

Their security audit platform evaluates smart contracts for 
vulnerabilities and certifies their behavior with respect to a custom 
function specification. Beagle Cake completed a TechRate Audit to 
show the community that we take security seriously. 

Check our audit here.


e. Tech Rate Audit

The liquidity of Beagle Cake will initially be locked for a period of 15 
months. During this time, the holders can trade up to certain 
threshold. However, locked liquidity will ensure that Beagle can 
always be exchanged. Like many other tokens on PancakeSwap, 
Beagle will also use DXLock to ensure the growth and security of 
Beagle’s Defi ecosystem and keep the raised liquidity amount locked 
during the set period.

How Secure is BeagleCake?

https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/October/BEAGLE%20CAKE%20Full%20Smart%20Contract%20Security%20Audit.pdf
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Roadmap

PHASE 2

PHASE 3


Beagle DEX Launches


Ongoing Large Scale Marketing


Beagle Ecosystem


Beagle Lottery


Beagle Partnerships

PHASE 1

Concept Design & Development

Launch of Beagle dApp


Whitepaer

Large Scale Marketing


Launch of Pre-Sale 
  Marketing Efforts Continue 

Pancake Swap & Exchange Listing




PHASE 4

Beagle NFT Marketplace


Beagle Incubator


More Partnerships

Ongoing Large Scale Marketing Push


New Partnerships.


Coinmarketcap & Coingecko Listing


More Exchange Listings


Beagle Decentralized Exchange (DEX)
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DISCLAIMER

The following white paper is intended to be a technical overview. It is not intended to be comprehensive nor to be 

the final design. Noncritical aspects are not covered. This paper consists of information given for discussion 

purposes only and does not represent investment advice of any kind. Further, it does not constitute an offer to sell 

shares or securities, nor does it constitute a solicitation to buy such shares or securities. None of the information 

found within is intended to influence any investment decision nor should it be the basis of an investment decision 

of any kind. Investment advice for investment in any security, cryptocurrency, token, or any tax or legal advice 

should only be given by an investment advisor, and Beagle Cake is not an investment advisor. Beagle Cake 

encourages readers to seek appropriate and independent professional advice to inform themselves of the legal 

requirements and tax consequences of any investments they make, both within Beagle Cake and within the 

blockchain industry as a whole. Investments should only be done with the help of an independent financial advisor 

within context of the countries of their citizenship or residence, and their place of business with respect to the 

acquisition, holding or trade in Beagle Cake (BEAGLECAKE) or any other tokens. Please note that this Whitepaper 

does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, for any person for whom it may be 

unlawful to participate in a token sale. Those for whom it is unlawful to participate should not participate. Consult 

with your own lawyer or accountant to determine whether it is lawful for you to participate in this token sale. This 

Whitepaper should in no way be construed as being intended to create a contract for investment. This White Paper 

(version 1.0) may be revised, with the newest edition always appearing on our website. For each revision cycle, we 

will provide notes on what has changed and the justification for the change. Updated versions of the White Paper 

(as indicated by consecutive edition numbers) may contain information which may override, clarify, or contradict 

previous editions, in which case the latest version should be considered the most accurate and up to date. 

Because of this, versions which are found outside of the of the Beagle Cake website may contain out-of-date or 

inaccurate information. The most up-to-date version of the white paper can be located online at beaglecake.io




The attached white paper is meant to describe Beagle Cake’s current anticipated plans for developing its 

business and (BEAGLECAKE) Tokens. Nothing in this document should be treated or read as a guarantee or 

promise of how Beagle’s business will develop or of the utility or value of BEAGLECAKE; the document outlines 

our current plans, which could change at our discretion, and the success of which will depend on many factors 

outside our control, including market-based factors and factors within the cryptocurrency industries, among 

others. Any statements about future events are based solely on our analysis of the issues described in this 

document, and our analysis may prove to be incorrect. Purchasing BEAGLECAKE is subject to many potential 

risks, some of which are described in this paper, and some of which are provided on beaglecake.io. These 

documents, along with additional information about our business and BEAGLECAKE, are available on our 

website at beaglecake.io. 
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